Automated medical image classification with convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has great potential to impact healthcare, particularly in resourceconstrained healthcare systems where fewer trained radiologists are available. However, little is known about how well a trained CNN can perform on images with the increased noise levels, different acquisition protocols, or additional artifacts that may arise when using low-cost scanners, which can be underrepresented in datasets collected from well-funded hospitals. In this work, we investigate how a model trained to triage head computed tomography (CT) scans performs on images acquired with reduced x-ray tube current, fewer projections per gantry rotation, and limited angle scans. These changes can reduce the cost of the scanner and demands on electrical power but come at the expense of increased image noise and artifacts. We first develop a model to triage head CTs and report an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) of 0.77. We then show that the trained model is robust to reduced tube current and fewer projections, with the AUROC dropping only 0.65% for images acquired with a 16x reduction in tube current and 0.22% for images acquired with 8x fewer projections. Finally, for significantly degraded images acquired by a limited angle scan, we show that a model trained specifically to classify such images can overcome the technological limitations to reconstruction and maintain an AUROC within 0.09% of the original model.
INTRODUCTION
Computed tomography (CT) is a clinically important medical imaging modality with wide diagnostic scope. CT use has increased rapidly since its inception, with the percent of US emergency department visits involving CT rising from 2.8% in 1995 to 13.9% in 2007 13.9% in (Larson et al., 2011 . Globally, the demand for imaging systems such as CT is also likely to rise due to the increasing global burden of noncommunicable diseases and the increase in world population with growing numbers of older citizens (Rohaya, 2011) . Automated CT triage could increase operational efficiency by ensuring patients with abnormal images are seen quickly, which holds promise particularly for healthcare systems with fewer trained radiologists. noise ( Fig. 1(b) ) but is less expensive, places lower demands on electrical power, and results in a longer x-ray tube lifespan than high tube current (Kalender et al., 1999) . Even though high tube current results in lower noise, these factors can be prohibitive in countries with limitations on electrical power, healthcare funding, and access to supply chains. CT scanners can also be made more affordable by simplifying scanner design. Some proposed low-cost CT scanners use reduced number of projections and limited angle scans to increase affordability (Liu et al., 2014) . However, reduced projection and limited-angle acquisition result in distinctive image artifacts ( Fig. 1(c,d) ).
Thus, to deploy CNNs with low-cost scanners, it is important to evaluate -and retrain, if needed -models with representative data. In this work, we evaluate the effect of (1) reducing x-ray tube current, (2) lowering the number of projections, and (3) acquiring a limited angle scan on the performance of a CNN trained to triage head CTs. As described above, these changes are likely to arise with low-cost CT scanners. However, representative data is limited, making it difficult to study how robust trained CNNs are to these changes or to train new CNNs to classify images from low-cost machines. In response, we partner with industry to use state-of-the-art simulation tools to generate large, synthetic datasets that allow us to systematically explore model performance with changes to acquisition protocols. Specifically, we collect a dataset of 9,776 head CTs from our institution's PACS and produce realistic simulations of those images as if they had been acquired with 4x, 8x, and 16x reduced tube current, number of projections, and acquisition angle. Although some of these changes -particularly the limited angle scans and 16x reductions -are severe, we were interested in exploring a wide range of degredations, including those which may enable new CT architectures (e.g. fixed source designs).
We begin by training a CNN to triage head CTs and report a 0.77 area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC). Then, we evaluate the triage model on the nine simulated datasets. We find the model is remarkably robust to some noise sources, maintaining an AUROC within 0.65% of the original data for images acquired with 16x reduced tube current and 0.22% for 8x fewer projections, but fails to accurately classify limited angle scans. We show that for applications like limited angle acquisition that lie outside the operating point of existing models, CNNs trained on the noisy data may overcome such technical limitations by training a model that classifies 1/4 angle scans within 0.09% AUROC points of the original model on the unaltered images. This work elucidates how trained CNNs behave with suboptimal data, uncovers directions for automated triage with lower-cost imaging technology, and demonstrates the potential of simulated data as a means of evaluating CNNs along many image acquisition parameters that may not be otherwise accessible.
METHODS
9,776 non-contrast head CTs were used in this study; dataset details can be found in the Appendix.
MODEL TRAINING PROCEDURE
Using the Adam optimizer, we trained a 121-layer DenseNet, which was modified to take the singlechannel 3D image volume as input and produces a normal/abnormal label as output (Huang et al., Figure 2 : Noise simulation process for 16x tube current, projection, and angle reduction. 2017). Weights were initialized using the He initialization (He et al., 2015) . Random horizontal flips, zooms, and rotations were applied to augment the training data. Coarse hyperparameter search was used to select the optimizer's hyperparameters, resulting in a learning rate of 1e-4 set to decay by 0.1 when the validation loss plateaued for 10 epochs and a weight decay of 1e-6. All other parameters were left at defaults. Batch size was one due to memory limitations; we accumulated gradients for 16 steps before backpropagation. Each model was trained for 50 epochs. All experiments were performed in Pytorch v1.2 on either a NVIDIA Tesla P100 or TITAN RTX GPU.
SYNTHETIC DATASET GENERATION
To study model performance as tube current, projections, and acquisition angle changed, we created synthetic datasets by injecting noise into all images in our dataset. We studied a 4x, 8x, and 16x reduction for each parameter. By using synthetic datasets, there was no need for additional image labeling, and it was possible to systematically explore many image parameters over large test sets. Past work has shown that simulating noise in projection space instead of in reconstructed image space is more accurate, where projection space represents the original sensor data collected by the imaging system prior to reconstruction (Fig. 2) (Benson & De Man, 2010) . Thus, we reprojected the CT scans back into projection space using GEs CatSim software, which has been validated as a high fidelity simulation system (De Man et al., 2007) ; still, validating our study on real world data is a promising direction for future work. First, the original CTs were used to create voxelized phantoms made of water and bone in which densities scaled with CT number. Then, we used Cat-Sim to simulate axial scans similar to the original acquisition, including the system geometry, 120 kV spectrum, bowtie filter, and realistic beam hardening. All original scans were simulated to have 984 projections with the same angular range and start angle. To generate the 4x reduced projection scans, the first of every 4 projections were taken in projection space. The 4x limited angle scans were generated by taking the first quarter of all projections. The 4x reduced tube current was simulated by adding Gaussian white noise to projection space with variance accounting for the reduced transmitted photon flux (Benson & De Man, 2010); original scans were acquired with X-ray tube current in the range of 123-440 mA. Note that in the reduced tube current scans, only the quantum noise was modeled, leaving the nonlinear effect of electronic noise as subject for future work. Similar procedures were followed to generate the 8x and 16x datasets (Fig. 2) . Finally, the modified sinograms were reconstructed using CatSim.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HEAD CT TRIAGE MODEL
Our first aim was to train a head CT triage model over the original dataset to establish baseline triage performance on images without any added noise. We evaluate our final model by computing the AUROC for three models trained as described in Section 2.1 with different random seeds. The final model achieves a mean AUROC value of 0.771 on the test set (std = 0.006). The class activation maps (CAMs) for the abnormal class on two example axial slices are shown in Fig. 3(b,g) , exhibiting clear activation at sites of abnormalities. 
PERFORMANCE OF ORIGINAL MODEL ON NOISY DATASETS
Our next aim was to evaluate the impact of low tube current, fewer projections, and limited angle acquisition on the trained triage model. Using the model trained on the original data, we classified the test images in the nine synthetically altered datasets and computed the AUROCs (left three panels of Fig. 4) . The performance of the model on all levels of tube current reduction remains remarkably stable, achieving a 0.89 Cohens kappa coefficient on all tube current reduction datasets compared to the original dataset. Despite the increase in image noise resulting from reducing tube current by 16x, mean AUROC drops by only 0.65%. This result is promising for model transfer between systems that operate with different tube current, and offers an exciting prospect for reducing patient radiation dose. Note that while the noise resulting from reduced tube current could be diminished by increasing scan time, longer scans increase motion artifacts and reduce scanner throughput. As mentioned, one limitation here is that the nonlinear effect of electronic noise is not modeled; however, the similarity of the performance of the model for tube current reduction (which will be impacted by modeling the electronic noise) and projection reduction (which will not be impacted by modeling the electronic noise) is promising for these results holding even once electronic noise is added to the model. Additionally, analysis of model performance over different subsets of the data would better elucidate the limitations of models over reduced tube current and reduced projection data.
Limited angle scans severely impact the performance of the trained model, which achieves less than 0.03 Cohen's kappa coefficient on all limited angle datasets compared to the model's performance on the original dataset. The mean sensitivity on the 1/4 angle scans was 0.98 while the mean specificity was 0.04, revealing that nearly all limited angle images were classified as abnormal by the original model. In Fig. 3 , we show the same axial slice of two patients' CT scans with the CAMs computed by the original model on the noisy images. The CAM takes high values in near-identical locations on the original, 8x reduced tube current, and 8x fewer projection images, providing intuitive confirmation that the model is finding the same abnormalities despite the additional artifacts. However, the CAM fails to locate those abnormalities on the limited angle scans.
PERFORMANCE OF MODELS TRAINED ON LIMITED ANGLE SCANS
Given the low performance of the original model on the limited angle scans, our final aim was to investigate the performance of a model trained specifically on these images. For each limited angle dataset, a new model was trained following the procedure in Section 2.1. The performance of the limited angle models compared to the original model on the limited angle datasets is shown in the rightmost panel of Fig. 4 . Using models trained specifically for triage of limited angle scans, we substantially improve performance and recover nearly the same performance for the 1/4 angle scans as the original model on the full angle scans. Although limited angle scans are near uninterpretable to the human eye, the new models are able to maintain high performance. While this high performance is at first surprising, it makes sense in the context of past work in sinogram inpainting and the simplicity of the inverse radon transform; much of the information needed for triage is still available in the limited angle sinogram, even though it is insufficient to support reconstruction via filtered back projection. Since the cost and technical requirements of a limited angle CT scanner may be significantly lower than standard CT, these results are promising for the ability of machine learning models to overcome technological limitations. Still, careful consideration should be given to the impact on human readers, perhaps pairing a detection network with a sinogram inpainting method.
CONCLUSION
Though automated medical image classification holds promise in resource-constrained healthcare, little work has investigated how models perform with suboptimal data. This work evaluates the impact of low tube current, fewer projections, and limited angles on trained CNNs using realistic simulations. We show that a model trained to triage head CTs remains stable despite decreased tube current and number of projections and that CNNs can triage limited angle scans, suggesting that machine learning models may help overcome significant hardware limitations to image analysis.
In this work we use simulations to study noise from low-cost scanners, which enables systematic evaluation over large datasets without increasing labeling demand. However, studying variations in acquisition protocol using synthetic data is relevant when considering model deployment in any healthcare system. Different institutions often have differing acquisition protocols, with noise levels adjusted to suit the needs of their healthcare practitioners. However, robustness tests over acquisition protocol and noise level are rarely reported. Thus, the line of work presented in this study is relevant for model testing prior to deployment within any healthcare system. Finally, learning directly in sinogram space instead of reconstructed image space is an interesting future study that may also be pursued with synthetic data.
APPENDIX DATASET
We began by collecting 10,000 non-contrast head CTs acquired between 2001 and 2014 from our institutions PACS under an approved IRB. There were between 28 and 56 axial slices per scan with 5 mm axial reconstructed slices of 512x512 voxels each. Each volume was padded with zeros to 56 axial slices. The mean and standard deviation over all training images were used to normalize each image. We randomly split the data into 80% training, 10% validation, and 10% test sets. After filtering to ensure no distinct scans from the same patient were in the train and validation or test sets, 7,856, 936, and 984 CTs were left in the train, validation, and test sets respectively, totalling 9,776 total images in our dataset. Each exam was prospectively labeled by a radiologist at the time of interpretation as normal or abnormal, using additional data available to the clinician (e.g. patient history, age, symptoms). Although not labeled for inter-rater reliability, the labels that we used to train the model were the same ones acted upon by the healthcare team at the time of patient care. The dataset was not filtered by pathology, so it included a diverse set of abnormalities such as hemorrhage, stroke, fracture, fluid collection, and extracranial injuries. Over all images in the dataset, 55.22% were abnormal.
RELATED WORK
Much past work using deep learning to address noise in medical images has focused on denoising images. For example, Würfl et al. (2018) use deep residual learning to reconstruct CTs from 180 • limited angle projection data, and Chen et al. (2017) use neural networks to reduce noise in low tube current CTs. However, denoising is fundamentally different from our work described here. In denoising networks, the training and test sets consist of images with noise from a known source. In this work, we consider the consequences of a deployed model processing images with different noise characteristics than those of the training set. Some previous work has explored the robustness of CNNs to adversarial examples for medical image classification (Paschali et al., 2018) . However, the adversarial examples do not reflect realistic medical image noise. In the area of head CT triage, much past work has used CNNs to identify a particular pathology (Arbabshirani et al., 2018) . There have been some studies using CNNs to classify a range of cranial abnormalities (Chilamkurthy et al., 2018) , but these studies are limited by available multiclass training labels and cannot be used to triage pathologies not specifically labeled in their training set. Finally, Titano et al. (2018) present a general head CT anomaly detection CNN. However, this network was weakly supervised using noisy labels generated from a natural language processing (NLP) model. Though an efficient means of labeling, their results show that the CNN achieves 0.88 AUROC against the NLP-generated labels but drops to 0.73 AUROC against the radiologist-given labels.
